SYRSTAD

Dear Salmon Angler!
I have used all my knowledge and experience to develop the most complete flyfline there is for salmon fishing in order to meet the desire for an effective
and efficient casting experience.
I have taken considerable time to produce a complete Multi Density integrated line combined with interchangeable tips which I am proud to call the
LTS Syrstad Complete Salmon (SCS) flyline. The micro thin line diameter produces high line speeds that matches up the weight ratio to provide
a smooth and stable action whilst in the air. The tapered and interchangeble tips are perfectly matched with no negative impact what so ever on
the flow and stability for the longest of casts. I hope you are as happy and satisfied as I am with the end results of the LTS Syrstad Complete Salmon
line, and wish you good luck and tight lines.

LINE CLASS

BELLY LENGTH

TIP LENGTH

TOTAL LENGTH

WEIGHT (+TIP)

BELLY

TIP (included)

8/9

9,5m

3m (10’)

12,5m

34gr. + 5gr.

Float (mint green)

Float

9/10

9,8m

3m (10’)

12,8m

37gr. + 5gr.

Intermediate (sky blue)

Intermediate

10/11

10,3m

3m (10’)

13,3m

40gr. + 5gr.

Intermediate - Sink 2 (shiny orange - grey)

Sink 2

10/12

10,5m

3m (10’)

13,5m

45gr. +5gr.

Sink 2 - Sink 4 (light orange - grey)

Sink 4

After an extensive development phase in 2017, we have developed a new generation of shooting head systems for two-handed flyfishing.
The goal was set high and demanding: to increase the flexibility of the shooting head and to further simplify the handling, so that even unskilled casters can handle this line effortlessly. The
extremely soft coating in conjunction with fine loops for connection to the running line, as well as the connection to the tip, allow a shallow indentation through the rings during a drill of a fish. The
line diameter is pleasantly thin in the belly as well as in the tip. This allows a gentle and precise presentation of the fly or tube.
Another task was to design exchangeable tips with different sink rates for the shooting head. One difficulty was to ensure that the casting properties should not change and the lifting properties, as
with a floating tip.

To unite these qualities is perfect, as we find, with the SCS system (Syrstad Complete Salmon).
The tips are variably changeable and available separately in the following sink rates: Float, Intermediate, Sink 2,
Sink 4, Sink 6 and Sink 8. The tips are flexible iand can be used with every line class. These are easy to insert
into the SCS system and allow a perfect and fast connection.
The tip can be stored perfectly in the case supplied with the SCS shooting head.

TIP (additionally)

COLOR

Float

Mint green

Intermediate

Sky blue

Sink 2

Light grey

Sink 4

Blue

Sink 6

Dark green

Sink 8

Dark brown

